A truly great holiday on the Finca Rotana Corazon
Our first three-generation vacation at the Premium Finca in April 2019.
We were all excited to see if that would work out?
With grandma and grandpa, children, partners and grandchildren we spent a week together
for the first time. Already the access road to the Finca conveys the feeling to be at a special
place. When the housekeeper opened the heavy wooden entrance door, we had our first
look into the finca we were immediately caught by the great atmosphere. Everything is
generously and stylishly furnished. But first of all we have to take a look at the terrace and
the palm garden and really get a whiff of holiday air. Only a pity that we had to postpone the
jump into the clear blue water of the big pool. The weather god in April is not yet welldisposed towards us today, it is windy and fresh and there is some drizzle. So first something
tasty to cook and stuff the little mouths of our 8 and 11 month old grandchildren. We
bought something in the supermarket on the way from the airport here. There is really
everything, from fresh seafood and fish, fine meat, colorful vegetables and fruit and of
course delicious wine and aperitifs. But will we now find everything we need in a foreign
kitchen? But we also brought one or two things with us! But it wouldn't have been necessary
at all. When we open the cupboards and drawers we are simply thrilled, all there and in the
best condition. Even several coffee machines, so that everyone can do his thing. Then the
long table is quickly covered and little Klara is placed in the child seat. We still want to do the
first island trip, but it is so comfortable that we take a lot of time to eat and leave for
Manacor in the late afternoon. With a first "Helado" it becomes unfortunately nothing, it
storms and is simply somewhat cool. So nothing like going home to the finca and lighting the
fireplace. With the gentle blower it becomes immediately pleasantly warm and after the
meal we all sit down comfortably before the fire-place and enjoy Sascha´s Aperolspritz,
while the small ones on the carpet play. Actually we could have also used the sauna, but
because we all had to fly very early from the airport, we are looking forward to the beds and
sleep undisturbed until the little ones demand their bottles the next morning. It is nice that
all spacious bedrooms are equipped with comfortable beds and private showers. For the
little ones there are even two cots. For breakfast we serve delicious bacon, scrambled eggs,
muesli, fruit and fresh lemons, directly from the picturesque tree in the garden for tea and
mineral water. Victor the gardener also looks in, takes out leaves that the wind has blown
into the pool and takes care of the garden. Of course we offer him a cup of coffee and water.
Victor talks to us fluently because he masters the translator app perfectly. When we left our
trip to the dragon's cave near Porto Christo in the late afternoon the pool offers the desired
refreshment and is the right place for us. On the hammock and on the comfortable loungers
we enjoyed until dinner. Today we have Piementos de Patron, Gambas al Ajillo and a juicy
steak from the grill with delicious local papas arrugadas. We sit in the comfortable terrace
furniture, enjoy the view of a fantastic garden and end the day with a nice Spanish wine.
from the grill with delicious local papas arrugadas. We sit in the comfortable Terrace
furniture, enjoy the view of beautiful gardens and end the day with a nice Spanish wine. We
are pleased to have just caught this premium finca and are simply happy to spend the
remaining days in this beautiful ambience.
This finca is truly recommendable.
Dieter Bohnet from Esslingen, Germany, April 2019

